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We study pulse accumulation phenomena in first order impulsive differential
equations and give necessary and sufficient conditions to ensure pulse accumula-
tion in such equations. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
One of the main differences between impulsive differential equations at
fixed times and at variable times is the apparition of pulse phenomena: a
solution of the differential equation may hit a given beating surface several
w xtimes 7 . The cases in which the pulse phenomenon does not occur usually
deserve a different treatment and hence there exist an important num-
ber of papers where conditions are given to assure absence of pulses
or to determine the number of times a solution may hit the given surface
w x1, 2, 4 .
w xRecently 3, 5, 6, 8 , impulsive differential equations with no pulse
phenomena have been studied from different points of view: comparison
results, stability theory, periodic solutions, . . . . However, the pulse admit-
ting case has been rarely studied in spite of the fact that some models in
percussion theory are described by impulsive differential equations in
which multiple beatings occur in a finite time an easy example may be
.given by a rubber ball beating a surface perpendicular to the movement .
In this paper we will give necessary and sufficient conditions to assure
pulse accumulation, namely a solution suffers an infinite number of pulses
which accumulates as we tend to a finite time tU. This case presents
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additional difficulties comparing with the cases with a finite or non-accu-
.mulating number of pulses and these equations are, in some sense, those
whose properties differ most from the classical non-impulsive equations.
2. MAIN RESULTS
DEFINITION 1. Consider an impulsive differential system
xX t s f t , x t , x t f M t .  .  .  . .
S .q x t s A t x t , x t g M t , .  .  .  .  .
where f : Rq= V ª R n, V is an open set in R n, and for each t g Rq,
 .  .  .M t ; V and A t is an operator transferring points from M t to
 .N t ; V.
We will say that xU g V is a pulse accumulation point for the impulsive
 . qsystem S if and only if there exist an interval J ; R , a solution
n  .  4a : J ª R of S , and an increasing sequence t ; J such thatk k g N
 .  .  .i a t g M t for all k g N,k k
 .  .  .  .ii a t f M t whenever t g t , t , k g N,k kq1
 .  . Uiii lim a t s x .k ª` k
In such case, we will also say that xU is a pulse accumulation point for the
solution a .
In this paper we will only deal with the scalar case. More precisely, we
will consider the problem
xX t s f t , x t , t / g x t .  .  . .  .
P .q x t s x t q I x t , t s g x t , .  .  .  . .  .
 q .  q.  .where f g C R = V, R , g g C V, R , and I g C V, R verifies x q
 .I x g V for every x g V ; R.
U  .Remark. Note that if x is a pulse accumulation point for P and
 4t is the sequence in Definition 1 then the continuity of g provesk k g N
 4 U  U .that t converges to t s g x .k k g N
 q .THEOREM 1. Let V be an open set in R, f g C R = V, R , g g
 q.  .  .C V, R , and I g C V, R such that x q I x g V for e¨ery x g V.
U  .  U .If x is a pulse accumulation point for P then I x s 0.
 4Proof. Let a : J ª R and t be as in the definition above.k k g N
We will first prove that there exist N g N, M g Rq such that
f t , a t - M , ; t g t , t , k ) N. 2.1 .  .  . . k kq1
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U  U . <  U U  U .. <Take t s g x and M s 1 q f t , x q I x . Clearly, the continuity
<  . <  .of f implies that there exists d ) 0 such that f t, x - M if t, x verifies
5 .  U U  U ..5 Ut, x y t , x q I x - d . On the other hand, since lim t s t` k ª` k
 q. U  U .and lim a t s x q I x we may choose N g N such that if k ) Nk ª` k
then
U U U q< <max t y t , x q I x y a t - dr 2 M . 2.2 .  .  . 4 .k k
w xConsider k ) N and let b : t , t ª R be the differentiable mappingk k kq1
given by
a tq , t s t .k k
b t s .k  a t , t / t . . k
 . <   .. <  .Obviously, 2.2 implies f t , b t - M and hence if 2.1 does not holdk k k
then, for some j ) N, there exists
t s min t g t , t : f t , b t s M . 2.3 .  . . 5j jq1 j
<   .. < w xTherefore, f t, b t F M for every t g t , t and thusj j
U< < < <b t y b t F M t y t F M t y t F dr2 . .j j j j j
from where we obtain
U U U Ux q I x y b t F x q I x y b t q b t y b t - d . .  .  .  . .  .j j j j j j
5  ..  U U  U ..5However, this implies that t , b t y t , x q I x - d from where`j
<   .. <  .we get that f t , b t - M, a contradiction with 2.3 . This proves thej
 .validity of 2.1 .
 .Further, since b is differentiable, there exists j g t , t such thatk k kq1
q < <a t y a t s b t y b t s f j , b j t y t .  .  .  . .  .k kq1 k k k kq1 k k kq1
and therefore
q < <a t y a t - M t y t . . .k kq1 k kq1
 4Now, as t is convergent and I is continuous, we may concludek k g N
U q < <I x s lim a t y a t F lim M t y t .  . .k k k kq1
kª` kª`
q lim a t y a t s 0, .  .kq1 k
kª`
which finishes the proof.
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Remark. The necessary condition of Theorem 1 is not sufficient. Let us
consider the following differential equation with impulses,
xX t s 2, t / x t q 2 .  .
x tq s 3 x t y 3, t s x t q 2, .  .  .
 .  U . Uwhere I x s 2 x y 3. Clearly I x s 0 if x s 3r2. However, it is not
difficult to see that any solution of the impulsive differential equation hits
the surface s : t s x q 2 at most twice and hence there are no pulse
accumulation points.
We will now give sufficient conditions to ensure the existence of pulse
accumulation points. We begin with the following:
1 q .THEOREM 2. Let V be an open set in R, f g C R = V, R , g g
1 q. 1 .  .C V, R , and I g C V, R such that x q I x g V for all x g V. If the
following conditions hold:
 . U  U .i there exists x g V such that I x s 0,
 . X .ii 0 ) I x G y1 for e¨ery x g V,
 . X .iii g x ) 0 for e¨ery x g V,
 .  . qiv f t, x - 0 for e¨ery t g R and x g V,
 . U  U . Uv for e¨ery t - t s g x and x g V, x - x , there is a unique0 0 0
 . w U xsolution u t , x ; . : t , t ª V of the initial ¨alue problem0 0 0
xX t s f t , x t , x t s x .  .  . . 0 0
U  .then x is a pulse accumulation point for P .
Proof. We may suppose that V is connected, otherwise we consider its
connected component containing xU.
Since V is open and I is decreasing, there exists x g V, x - xU such0 0
 .  . q  .that I x ) 0. Consider t s g x and x s x q I x .0 0 0 0 0 0
q  . U  U . U  .First notice that x s x q I x F x q I x s x for F x s x q0 0 0
 .  .  q .I x is increasing in V. Let us consider a t s u t , x ; t , the unique0 0 0
 .solution of the classical initial value problem defined, by v , for every
w U x  .t g t , t . As I x ) 0 and g is increasing, we have that0 0
t y g a t s g x y g x q I x - 0. 2.4 .  .  .  . .  .0 0 0 0 0 0
X  .   ..  .  U .On the other hand, a t s f t, a t - 0 implies a t ) a t and0 0 0 0 0
hence
tU s g xU G g xq s g a t ) g a tU , .  .  . .  .  .0 0 0 0
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which lead us to
tU y g a tU ) 0. . .0
 .  U .From this last equation and 2.4 we ensure the existence of t g t , t1 0
  ..  U .such that t s g a t . Moreover, t is the unique t g t , t such that1 0 1 1 0
  ..t s g a t because0
1 y g X a t f t , a t ) 1 .  . .  .0 0
 .   ..shows that C t s t y g a t is strictly increasing. Further, note that if0
 . U   .  U . U .x s a t then x - x otherwise, t s g x G g x s t .1 0 1 1 1 1
Now, x is under the same conditions that x was at the beginning of1 0
 .  q . q  .the proof and thus, if a t s u t , x ; t , where x s F x , then we may1 1 1 1 1
 U .   ..  . Ufind a unique t g t , t such that t s g a t and x s a t - x .2 1 2 1 2 2 1 2
 U .  .Iterating the process, for each k g N we obtain t g t , t , x s g tk ky1 k k
U w U x X .- x and a solution a : t , t ª V of the initial value problem x t sk k
  ..  .  .f t, x t , x t s x q I x .k k k
 4The upper bounded increasing sequence t converges; let us de-k k g N
U  U .note t s lim t and define a : t , t ª V the function given byk ª` k 0
 .  .  xa t s a t whenever t g t , t . It is obvious that a is, in fact, thek k kq1
unique solution of the impulsive initial value problem
xX t s f t , x t , t / g x t .  .  . .  .
x tq s x t q I x t , t s g x t .  .  .  . .  .
x tq s xq , .0 0
 U .  4restricted to the interval t , t . Further, x is also increasing and0 k k g N
bounded by xU and therefore there exists yU s lim x which will be ak ª` k
 U .pulse accumulation point for a . According with Theorem 1, I y s 0 and
U U  U  U . U .hence y s x since I is injective and, thus, t s g y s t , which
concludes the proof.
We may obtain a dual result when g is decreasing. We enunciate here
such result and omit its proof which can be considered as a consequence of
Theorem 2.
1 q .COROLLARY 1. Let V be an open set in R, f g C R = V, R , g g
1 q. 1 .  .C V, R , and I g C V, R such that x q I x g V for all x g V. If the
following conditions hold:
 . U  U .i there exists x g V such that I x s 0,
 . U  .ii 0 ) I x G y1 for e¨ery x g V,
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 . X .iii g x - 0 for e¨ery x g V,
 .  . qiv f t, x ) 0 for e¨ery t g R and x g V,
 . U  U . Uv for e¨ery t - t s g x and x g V, x ) x , there is a unique0 0 0
 . w U xsolution u t , x ; . : t , t ª V of the initial ¨alue problem0 0 0
xX t s f t , x t , x t s x .  .  . . 0 0
U  .then x is a pulse accumulation point for P .
 .  .Remarks. 1 Condition ii in Theorem 2 may seem quite restrictive.
However, it is easy to see that the conclusion remains valid if we suppose
that such condition holds only for x - xU , x g V. Further, it is not difficult
 . X .to see that P does not suffer pulse accumulation for I x G 0 and g
increasing and easy examples show that pulse accumulation points may
X . X .exist or not in the cases I x - y1, g increasing and I x G 0, g
decreasing. This shows that, in some sense, our result is the best possible.
We also want to remark that the last two cases are part of our current
investigations.
 .2 The solution a at the end of the proof of Theorem 2 was defined
 U . Uon t , t . However, this solution may be continued through t defining0
 U . w U .a t s x. In fact, if u : t , T ª R is the classical solution of the IVP
xX t s f t , x t , x tU s xU .  .  . .
 .  . w U .then a may be properly continued by a t s u t whenever t g t , T
 .  .and conditions iii and iv assure that it is a solution of the impulsive
  .equation because such solution does not meet the curve s : t s g x
U .beyond x . This shows that the existence of pulse accumulation points
does not imply continuation obstructions.
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